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THE FRIGHTFUL COMEDY OF CONSCIENCES’STREET
December 2010 creation

“I have to prevent you : everything you think may be used against you”
Philip Dick

“DATACULA”

The frightful comedy of Conscience Street

First play for Soundscope 360
In the way of an ‘entresort’, “DATACULA , the frightful comedy of Conscience Street” lets the public
enter and leave a defined space. The atmosphere and identity of this street is transfigured by the “SONOSCOPE 360°”. This sound diffusing device is spread out around the public in twelve different spots therefore creating illusion and giving sight to what is invisible.

A contemporary fair-ground sideshow, a theatre of illusion filled with black humour and served by five
real actors and twelve virtual actors materialised by the “SOUNDSCOPE 360°”.

The Street is our dramatic art hero showing us its passer-bys who have or lack thoughts. Their thoughts
are offered, concealed. Transparent, surprising and recurring passer-bys moving about in our “conscience street”, aware ot its paving stones, unware of what is beneath.

What better than the street to lay a street ? A street in a street, a street out on the street, a street of living
beings full of their own history. We do not know everithing about these silhouettes, their steps and their
postures. Some pause, some are revealed farther on. We hold on to them then lose them and find them
again. We get lost following their trace, aware or not. A constant flow in a heady and dizzy unending
renewal.
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“DATACULA ” shows us a “glass society” where global surveillance and benevolence protects us from
ourselves. Helping us live better, letting us hear inner life scans of individuals thanks to incorporeal and
volatile agents: “The numerical vampires”. Therefore, the thoughts, the “states”, revealed desires feeding the shadows, the protagonists’ numerical retorts stored at “Datacula base”.
Freedom of thought is under house arrest.
Unless you become “suckers”, like certain of our actors. Becoming passer-bys unknowingly influenced
and carefully watched by our “digital vampires”.
How does one remain nomadic when the trip is too organized?
Between fright hunters and thought blowers, “DATACULA ” talks about inner adventures of lucidity
when functioning in the very heart of a fantastic and dark, yet tragically comical world.
Between conscience and unconscious, there within slides the dreams, intuition and the imaginary. The
muses amuse themselves in inspiring us.
Between Faust and Dracula, gothic and numeric, neuromarketing and security, “DATACULA, the frightful comedy of Conscience Street” spreads laughter and gives cold sweats by questioning the future….

“There are those who confuse watching-over
and being watched”
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The “Soundscope” speaks : “You are in the Soundscope, your senses, and perceptions may be disturbed.
The importance is to be aware.”
Just like a creaking theatre curtain, the barriers open the wide passage side creating at the same time the
Soundscope 360° play area (see technical conditions). This is delimited laterally by the barriers which
have just opened consequently blocking freedom and movement. The transfigured street appears ...
Transported into this fantastic universe, where the space of sound is modified. Thanks to the
"Soundscope 360", the public discovers the inhabitants of “conscience’s street”...
A demonstration begins, a story is told ...
* The barriers will be the basic elements of set. Mobile units such a transparent or concealing screens (with or
without wheels) modulate the space like “Meccano” bricks used like partitions evoking “a syndrome of
4
protection”

In 33 minutes, DATACULA is :

34 characters performed by 5 players
1 round of fears
1 delivery of citizen points
58 costume changes
79 climbing or down stairs
1 speech
4 electric camisole shocks
1 advertising mirage
24 climbing or down elevator
9 lazer shots with explosions
1 street’s interrogatory
4 personalized commercials
1 system failure and its reactivation
1 resistant’s monologue
1 combat with garlic
10 withdraws to the DB (welfare provider or Data-bank)
2 fear aspirations
3 sound flyers from resistance
12 vampires flights (including 5 with thoughts sucking)
10 giant garlic heads, 4 bright braids garlic and 10 standard garlic cloves
1 aspiration of youth
5 paper tracts
2 simultaneous and visible transformations
1 escape of fear
2 garlic attacks
1 cannibal bin
1 dark fear murder
4 advice or order announcement
5 interventions of the resistance book, trigging sound flyers
1 Dog-Barrier
5 brain connection implants for digital vampire (flashing)
More than 300 people spread over 3 performances
8 batteries, held by the comedians
1 technician
28 glittering and powerful diodes
15 speakers
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DISTRIBUTION
Author, stage director : Pierre DELOSME
Musical score : Eric CRAVIATTO
Performers : Claire MADELÉNAT, Sophie COCHET, Fabrice PARDOUX, Sébastien PEYRASSE et Pierre DELOSME
Consulting writer : Bernard AVRON
Consulting stage director, performer : Bernard MAITRE
Designer, props, stage director’s assistant : Matthieu AUDEJEAN with the participation of Philippe CAMPANA
and Yann DURAND
Costume designer and props : Virginie BREGER
Sample of vampires’voices : Ali LAOUAMEN
Sound managers : Daniel BARDOU, Lilian HERROUIN and Géraud CASSAGNE
Tour manager : Camille LUCCHINO
Stage director’strainee : Johanna BIEHLER
Costume and props’ trainees : Lise PEREIRA, Estelle GUERIN et Edouard DESSAY
Administration/: Sonia Mondon
Diffusion: Cerise Praxy
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Cie L’Eléphant vert

BACKGROUND
Founded in Fos-sur-Mer in 1982, L’Éléphant Vert proposes all-purpose performances, fit for the street,
the stage, the forest, factories, hospitals, whatever...
L’Éléphant Vert wavers on theatre and sound, playing on the edge between these two worlds, experimenting
new kinds of relations
between dramatic art and sound techniques, between stage setting and sonic-wave setting.

L’Éléphant Vert is keen on occupying various spaces as different as possible : stage happenings, walking performances, urban sceneries....
After " ATTENTION SONS! " (Watch out ! Listen !) and " BOUCHE D’OREILLE " (EarMouth),
indoor performances for young audience,
" BI ", an ambulatory street performance
and " C’EST DU PROPRE! ", tragi-comedy theatre and sound for public spaces
L’Eléphant vert propose five original performances on national, European and International tour :

. Three “theatre and sound” creation for street and large indoor places
- “ DATACULA, THE FRIGHTFUL COMEDY OF CONSCIENCE STREET ” (2010/11), First play for Soundscope 360°.
- " CHERCHEUR DE MÉMOIRES " (2003), (Memory Searcher), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation
(163 perf. in 58 cities of 11 countries)
- “ FAUNEMES ” (2000), ambulatorie “theatre and sound” creation
(179 perf. in 80 cities of 14 countries)
. A theatrical intervention :
- “LE MEILLEUR AMI DE L’HOMME” Wandering and provocative theatrical intervention
(157 perf. in 47 cities of 11 countries)
and :
- “PLOUM PLOUF” : creation for young audience (3-6 years old).(94 perf. in France)

This creative activity, which drives the company out of our region as well as abroad, is regularly combined
with workshops ans special sessions.
Settled on the estate of Boisviel in eastern Camargue, the company now runs a whole creative and training
instrument,
including a sound recording studio and a 150m2 rehearsal room.

L’Éléphant Vert shows some reluctance to categorization and will not fit into a norm or a specific sphere Rather, we stand at the crossing of all entertainment genres,
the only location where any kind of encounter is made possible.
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THEATRE AND SOUND
Listen to images...

ARTISTIC METHOD

To find new ways of interaction between sound and the actor.
To promote sound to the level of a whole partner
(character, object, set element, atmosphere, all at once)

To play on the edge of the mechanical and the living, of live and recorded performances
To devise new kinds of relations, opening up the world of sounds.

In the last decades, sound and music have taken an increasing part in the sphere of theatre.
However development of the dramatical value of sound remains an exception.
Though - as well as theatre at large - sound has always driven its own train of images,
recollections and tales...
Sound can model atmospheres, sceneries, landscapes...
Sound can show some personality, intentions, feelings...
To speak of a sound, one will mention its colour, its shape, dynamics, movement, depth, range, volume, perspective,
sensation...
All criteria one will use to describe a theatrical impression as well.
An acoustic atmosphere can influence or even drive an actor’s emotions and intentions, a spectator’s feelings and
impressions.
Whether it comes from a human voice, the environment, an instrument, acoustic or electroacoustic devices (live or
recorded), sound is potentially as important to us
as theatre is to all performing techniques.
We have consciously chosen to play on the edge between theatre and sound...
We intend to continually break the balance sustaining
dramatical and scenographical abilities of both theatre and sound.
We feel the urge to explore their intrications, to bring out accurate blends
of dramatic arts and sound techniques - of stage setting and sonic-wave setting.
The research depends on the involvement of sound designers coming from various milieus: sound-effects engineers,
stage-sound engineers, musicians, electronoise designers... As a result of these works, our company is able to give the
invisible a shape, to stimulate the very sensations and emotions in people.
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L’Humanité, 23 août 2011, Aurillac (15)
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La Provence, 09 avril 2011, Arles (13)
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La Montagne, 13 décembre 2010, Aurillac (15)
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L’ELEPHANT VERT
Domaine de Boisviel Sud
13104 - Mas Thibert - ARLES FRANCE
Tel / Fax : +33.(0)4.90.98.75.80.
e-mail : elephantvert@wanadoo.fr

Pour visualiser les activités de la compagnie en images,
rendez-vous sur :

www.elephantvert-theatre.com

“DATACULA, l’épouvantable comédie de la rue des consciences” performed

On August 2011 from the 18th to the 20th - Festival Eclat (official selection) - Aurillac (15)
On August 2011, the 05th and the 06th - Festival ViaThea - Görlitz (Germany)
On July 2011, the 09th - Festival Rue(z)&vous - Valbonne-Sophia-Antipolis (06)
On May 2011, the 29th - Les Nocturbaines - Paris XXème
On May 2011, the 09th - Lycéen Tour - Rodilhan (30)
On May 2011, the 08th - Saison Label Rue/Spectacle Fédérateurs Nîmes Métropôle/Saison Culturelle Rodilhan (30)
On April 2011, the 09th - Drôles de Carnavals - Arles (13)
And on December 2010, the 11th in Aurillac (15)

“DATACULA, l’épouvantable comédie de la rue des consciences” is supported by :

. Le Parapluie (Streettheater national center) - Aurillac (15), Le Fourneau (Streettheater national center - Brest (29),
L’Abattoir (Streettheater International center) - Chalon-sur-Saône (71), Le Citron Jaune/Ilotopie (Streettheater

International center) - Port-Saint-Louis-du-Rhône (13)

. French Culture Minestrery
. L’ADAMI

. City of Arles
. SACD
. RECREA (Réseau d'Education Culturelle Régional de l'Enseignement Agricole)
. Technical collaboration with GMEM (Centre National de Création Musicale de Marseille) / Holophon® pour la multidiffusion
. Writting residences at Le Parapluie (Aurillac) and at Le Lieu Noir - Sète (34).
. Residence at L’Etang des Aulnes (13)

La compagnie L’Eléphant Vert est soutenue par :
L’Eléphant Vert - Association Loi 1901 - APE 9001Z - SIRET 326 672 136 000 352 - N° d’entrepreneur du spectacle 2 - 137343

